
2/15/72 
Dear Js, 

In strictest confidence, here is the rtansoript of my conversations with u.ranara. I 
did it from the 'sub made on the IC 40 with the first sort and from th; tape I mano on it 
in din s,:cond. it is possible that part of the first was aecidmirtly omit ,ed in dubbing the 
first, where I stoped to splice the reel tapes. In the second, just a few seconds of the 
opening.  of the conversation, I thin. It does include all that interests me for the epilogue. 
I haven't had time to roan and correct, as I will before I write. There will be single 
quotes where there should be double, other way around, erroni, etc., but think you'll 
get enough out of it. dith but the songi:e cassette machine, the other being nut the factory 
still, and the original of the reel—to—reel being at varyin:  speeds, I suojosu because of 
the way the tape was wound, I think, at least for now, this is butter than the tape. If not, 
when I can, I'll dub for you. I tried both the hand and the foot switches with the Sony, and 
for Ms the foot worked bitter, as also id was better for :as for the machihe to be vertical. 
I se ms to .se that for me this is also faster than on the old, flat 	 made the 
record. I want in the parts of my greater interest, and the stuff on ithoado is format and 
a deliberate violation of their regs. Let me tell you a funny story that now makeu me storry 
about my honesty. The first time I took the bony with me to rinks notes on it years ago, I 
found it awkward and didn t. again. However, I went to his office first. bomehow,, I sup_;ose 
because in checking it afTer I loaded it, I loft it off at the mike switch only and apjaretnly, 
brushing against someone in the elevator, it tturned on by i tself, When I got home I old 
all lizads of noises and then our introduction and the whole conversation, tell, that was 
-alienate laid it out that they can t play foavoriths, have to liie by their regulations, 
everyone has equal access, the whole bit, first of all, I didn t think he would turn out 
to be both unethical and. a scoun-rel.juid second of all, whsther or not I consinorod. it 
::.ron.g; then, -1: no don't remember, I hod no use for it, so 1 just erased. it!...11e SaLl 
he'd keep in touch, but he hasn't. Best, hit! 


